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Abstract—Millimeter wave multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) systems equipped with large-sized array antennas have
a great potential to boost the achievable data rates by leveraging
large bandwidth available at the spectrum. In this paper, we focus
on the angle of departure (AoD) and angle of arrival (AoA)
tracking problem for temporally correlated sparse millimeter
wave MIMO channels. With the beam space MIMO channel
modeling, a low complexity two-sided channel sounding scheme
for the AoD and AoA tracking is investigated. The adoption of
the sparse beam space MIMO channel representation eventually
converts the AoD and AoA estimation problem to the support
recovery problem. For the support recovery, we employ an
iterative soft thresholding algorithm which is broadly referred
to as the approximate message passing (AMP) algorithm. The
support recovery performance of the AMP, however, suffers
from serious deterioration especially at the low SNR regime. To
remedy, several directional sounding beam design schemes are
proposed to ameliorate the performance of the channel tracking
at the low SNR. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed
AoD and AoA tracking outperforms other benchmark schemes
when compared in a low SNR setting.

I. INTRODUCTION

The ever-increasing data rate demand brings various chal-

lenges to traditional microwave multiple-input multiple-output

(MIMO) systems. Recently, the millimeter wave spectrum

has attracted tremendous interest from both the industry and

academia because of the large bandwidth underutilized in the

spectrum. In the millimeter wave, the large number of array

antennas can be packed in a small form factor making large-

scale multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) feasible [1], [2].

Initial work in the millimeter wave MIMO focuses on large

dimensional analog beamforming [3]–[5] and demonstrates

that significant throughput gain is possible by employing

adaptive beams at the transmitter and receiver to overcome the

severe path loss. The hybrid analog-digital MIMO precoding

and combing techniques have also been proposed in [6], [7],

which further enhance the spectral efficiency by customizing

both the analog and digital precoder/combiner.

In the millimeter wave MIMO, it is essential to get accurate

channel estimates at both the transmitter and the receiver

to facilitate advanced precoding and combining techniques.

Traditionally, a block of channel uses are spent to sound the

channel and extract useful channel state information (CSI)
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during a fixed coherent channel block. Since only limited

paths are presented in the sparse millimeter wave MIMO

channels, channel estimation problem can be converted into

an effective channel path searching problem. This motivates

the adoption of the beam space MIMO channel representation

[8] to model the sparse millimeter wave MIMO channel.

The beam space MIMO representation has been exploited

to analyze the achievable throughput of the millimeter wave

MIMO channels [9]. Recently, a low complexity virtual angle

of departure (AoD) and angle of arrival (AoA) estimation

technique leveraging the beam space MIMO channel repre-

sentation has been proposed [10].

Temporal correlation always exists between channel real-

izations in practical MIMO channels. Unlike the independent

fading channel, the current CSI is dependent on the past CSI in

a temporally correlated channel. Hence, provided substantial

temporal correlation, past CSI can be reused to further refine

the quality of the current channel estimate. This procedure

is often referred to as channel tracking. In a rich scattering

MIMO channel, the channel tracking problem has been in-

vestigated, for instance, by employing differential feedback

[11], stochastic perturbation [12], and geodesic fitting [13]

techniques. With the substantial sparsity presented in the mil-

limeter wave MIMO channel, the extension of aforementioned

techniques [11]–[13], that is customized to small dimensional

rich scattering MIMO channel, to the millimeter wave channel

is not feasible. Thus far, no work investigating the large

dimensional, but substantially sparse millimeter wave channel

tracking technique leveraging sparse channel representation

like the beam space MIMO [8], has been reported.

In this paper, based on the beam space MIMO channel

model, we present a low complexity two-sided AoD and AoA

tracking framework. Adoption of the sparse channel represen-

tation [8] effectively formulate the AoD and AoA estimation

problem as the support recovery problem. An uncomplicated

iterative approximate message passing (AMP) algorithm is

employed and modified in our work to track the temporal

evolution of AoD and AoA. A preferred sounding beam

property that guarantees high support recovery rate is defined

by the isometry property [14], [15]. This property motivates

the use of omni-directional sounding beams. However, the

omni-directional beam suffers from performance deterioration

at the low SNR. Several directional sounding beam design
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techniques, which adopt the direction of the sounding beam to

the temporal AoD and AoA evolution statistics, are proposed.

When compared to other benchmarking schemes, the proposed

approaches exhibit enhanced achievable throughput gain.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND BEAM SPACE MIMO CHANNEL

REPRESENTATION

In this section, we present the signal model of the millimeter

wave MIMO hybrid analog-digital precoding and combining

system and introduce the temporally correlated channels based

on the beam space MIMO channel representation.

A. Signal Model

Consider a point-to-point MIMO channel with the chan-

nel coherence block length TB (channel uses). We assume

time division duplexing (TDD) in which the transmitter and

receiver can exploit channel reciprocity. The transmitter is

equipped with NT antennas and NBS RF chains, while

the receiver is equipped with NR antennas and NMS RF

chains. Let ND denotes the number of data streams and

ND ≤ min(NBS , NMS) � min(NT , NR). The channel
output yτ ∈ CND×1 at the channel block τ in the downlink
is modeled via (the channel block index τ is omitted for

conciseness)

y =W∗
BBW

∗
RFHFRFFBBs+W∗

BBW
∗
RFn, (1)

whereWRF ∈ CNR×NMS andWBB ∈ CNMS×ND represent
the analog combiner and digital combiner, respectively, at

the receiver. The H ∈ C
NR×NT is the millimeter wave

MIMO channel from the transmitter to receiver. The FRF ∈
C
NT×NBS and FBB ∈ CNBS×ND are, respectively, the analog

precoder and digital precoder at the transmitter. The ith row

and jth column elements of FRF and WRF , i.e., F
(i,j)
RF and

W
(i,j)
RF , are constrained to∣∣∣F (i,j)

RF

∣∣∣ = 1√
NT

, and
∣∣∣W (i,j)

RF

∣∣∣ = 1√
NR

, ∀i, j, (2)

representing the phase shifters of analog precoder and com-

biner, whose phase shifting values are quantized and chosen

in a finite set. The s ∈ C
ND×1 in (1) is the transmitted

signal subject to the power constraint ‖FRFFBBs‖22 = 1.
The n ∈ C

NR×1 is the additive noise with each entry

independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) as CN (0, σ2).
B. Beam Space MIMO Channel Representation

A physical channel representation has been conventionally

used in the previous work, e.g., [4], [6], [7]. Recent stud-

ies have demonstrated that practical millimeter wave MIMO

channel exhibits substantial sparsity [1], [2]. The substantial

sparsity and the limited resolution of the beam pattern gen-

erated by the quantized phased shifting values advocate the

use of the beam space MIMO channel representation in [8],

in which the channel H is represented by

H = DrHvD
∗
t , (3)

whereDr ∈ CNR×NR andDt ∈ CNT×NT are unitary discrete
Fourier transform (DFT) matrices, while Hv ∈ C

NR×NT is

the virtual channel matrix of H. This representation in (3)
is obtained by uniformly quantizing the physical angles of

departure and arrival [8].

Since the matrices Dt and Dr are unitary, one can write
Hv = D∗rHDt, meaning that Hv captures the sparse CSI of
H. Distinct coefficients of Hv are assumed to be i.i.d. [8].
Provided the sparse representation, we would rather track the

AoDs and AoAs of Hv than track the effective channel paths
in H.

C. Temporal Beam Space Evolution

To model the AoD and AoA evolution from current channel

block to next channel block, we employ x to indicate the

number of supports in Hv and define an element in the
support of Hv (i.e., the nonzero elements of Hv) as the binary
indicator sHv,k ∈ {0, 1}, k = 1, . . . , x. More specifically,
sHv,k=1 if |Hv,k|>0 and sHv,k=0, otherwise. This treatment
shows that tracking the AoDs and AoAs of the sparse Hv is
equivalent to tracking the support of Hv .

In practice, there always exists temporal correlation between

channel realizations. We exploit this fact and model the

temporal evolution of Hv . The temporal evolution in our
system model consists of two parts. The first part is the support

evolution that models the slow variation of supports sHv,k |xk=1

in Hv from channel block τ to τ + 1. The support transition
probability is defined as

p = Pr{Ω(Hτ+1
v,k ) ∈ Pτ+1

k | Ω(Hτ
v,k) ∈ Pτk }, k = 1, . . . , x, (4)

where Ω(·) represents the operator which extracts the row and
column index (i.e., position) of the support coefficient. The

set Pτk = {(i, j)} denotes the original position (ith row and

jth column in Hv) of the kth support at τ th channel block,
while Pτ+1

k = {(i− 1, j − 1), (i− 1, j), (i− 1, j + 1), (i, j −
1), (i, j +1), (i+1, j − 1), (i+1, j), (i+1, j +1)} is the set
containing all possible support evolution positions at τ + 1.
Conversely, 1−p denotes the probability of support staying in
the original position. The second part is the channel coefficient

evolution in which the evolution of the propagation path gains

is modeled via the first order Gauss-Markov process as

Hτ+1
v,k = ρHτ

v,k +
√
1− ρ2vτ+1, (5)

where the ρ (0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1) is the temporal correlation
coefficient. The vτ+1 is the innovation process drawn from

CN (0, 1) and independent from Hτ
v,k.

III. AOD AND AOA TRACKING

The performance of the AoD and AoA estimation can be

enhanced by refining the current estimate using the past CSI,

motivating the need for an efficient AoD and AoA tracking

technique. In this section, we investigate, based on the beam

space MIMO channel model described in the previous section,

a low-complexity AoD and AoA tracking technique.
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A. Two-sided Sounding Scheme for AoD and AoA Estimation

Directly dealing with the Hv ∈ C
NR×NT could cause

prohibitively complex matrix operations for a large dimension

(e.g., NTNR ≈ 106). Hence, we consider a low overhead

framework and adopt the two-sided sounding technique in

[10].

To simplify the description, we focus, in this subsection,

on one channel block and omit the channel block index τ .
The two-sided framework exploits the channel reciprocity.

In particular, channel sounding is divided into two parts: 1)
NR-dimensional AoA estimation at the receiver via downlink
sounding; and 2) NT -dimensional AoD estimation at the

transmitter via uplink sounding.

The downlink sounding for AoA estimation is equivalent to

the row support recovery of Hv . The receiver samples the row
subspace during the first K/2 (where K denotes the number

of channel uses allocated to channel sounding) channel uses

as

Srow=
{
i | ∣∣∑NT

j=1H
(i,j)
v

∣∣ > 0, i = 1, . . . , NR}. (6)

The uplink sounding for AoD estimation is the column support

recovery of Hv at the transmitter through the remaining K/2
channel uses yielding the column support

Scolumn=
{
j | ∣∣∑NR

i=1H
(i,j)
v

∣∣ > 0, j = 1, . . . , NT}. (7)

In what follows, we describe the downlink sounding only since

the uplink sounding procedures are exactly same as that of the

downlink sounding because of the channel reciprocity.

In the downlink sounding, the transmitter fixes the beam

using a beamformer ft. The receiver samples the row subspace
of Hv using the analog combiner Wr = [W1 · · ·WK/2] ∈
C
NR×M , in which Wo ∈ C

NR×NMS , o = 1, . . . ,K/2, and
M = NMSK/2 � NR is the number of samples. Collecting
the received samples in a vector yd = [yT1 · · ·yTK/2]T ∈
C
M×1 yields

yd =W∗
rDrHvD

∗
t ft + nd, (8)

where nd = [(W
∗
1n1)

T · · · (W∗
K/2nK/2)

T ]T ∈ C
M×1. De-

fine A � W∗
rDr ∈ C

M×NR as the sensing matrix, and

hd � HvD
∗
t ft ∈ C

NR×1 as the row support vector, which

succinctly leads to

yd = Ahd + nd. (9)

The expression in (9) elucidates that the AoA estimation

problem is indeed equivalent to the support recovery problem

of hd [10].

B. Omni-directional Sounding Beam Design

Given the signal model in (9), an appropriate sensing matrix

A is of great importance towards the success of support

recovery. In the compressed sensing literature, a property of a

good sensing matrix is referred to as the isometry property

[14], [15], in which A∗A is required to be close to the

identity matrix. The intuition behind the isometry property is

to uniformly sample the source vector to guarantee uniformly

high recovery rate. This observation can be extended to our

AoD and AoA estimation problem and motivates us to use

omni-directional beams to uniformly sample the angular beam

space. In order to find the appropriate sensing matrix A that

satisfies the analog constraint in (2) with the quantized phase

values, we propose to adopt a polyphase (i.e., chirp-type)

constant envelope sequence, the Zadoff-Chu (ZC) sequence

[16]. Since the ZC sequence is a chirp-type, it produces a

uniform and omni-directional power profile in angular domain.

The sounding beam ft design at the transmitter is firstly
discussed. The ft is designed using ZC sequence as

ft,j = ejπq(j−1)j/NT /
√
NT , j = 1, . . . , NT , (10)

where q ∈ {1, . . . , NT −1} denotes the root of the sequence
and the length of sequence NT is prime. Since the DFT

of ZC sequence is also a ZC sequence [17], the Dtft can
also uniformly sample Hv . Following the same reasoning,
the combiner Wr in (8) is constructed using ZC sequences.

Suppose that the first column of Wr, i.e., w1, has entries

as w1,i = ejπq(i−1)i/NR/
√
NR, i= 1, . . . , NR. Then, the kth

column ofWr is designed as the cyclical shift of w1 by k−1
samples, i.e.,

wk,i = ejπq(i−(k−1)−1)(i−(k−1))/NR/
√
NR, i = 1, . . . , NR

for k=1, . . . ,M .

C. AMP with Soft Thresholding

Provided the omni-directional sounding beams in Section

III.B, we adopt a low-complexity support recovery algo-

rithm, the so called approximate massage passing with soft

thresholding (AMP-ST) [18]. The original AMP-ST in [18]

considers column normalization of the sensing matrix A.
However, as seen from Section III.B, our design of A consid-

ers row normalization. Hence, we modify the sensing matrix

such that Ad =
√
NR/MA =

√
NR/MW∗

rDr so that∑M
r=1 |A(r,c)

d |2 = 1, ∀c. Since the normalization should be ap-
plied at the MS, it is, in practice, done by ỹd =

√
NR/Myd.

The AMP algorithm adapted to our signal model is de-

scribed as follows. Starting with initial conditions for the

first channel block, i.e., τ = 1: h0,τd = 0, z0,τ = ỹτd , and

ε0,τ 	 1
M ‖ỹτd‖22. The algorithm iterates for i=0, . . . , I − 1

(where I indicates the number of the iterations) as

μi,τ = A∗dz
i,τ + hi,τd (11)

hi+1,τ
d = η(μi,τ ; εi,τ ) (12)

zi+1,τ = ỹτd−Adhi+1,τ
d + 1

M

∑Nr
l=1

∂η(μi,τl ,εi,τ )

∂μi,τl
zi,τ (13)

εi+1,τ =

√
‖A∗dzi+1,τ‖22

M
(14)

In (13), the vector zi+1,τ represents the approximate estimate

error in the compressed M -dimensional space at the i + 1th
iteration [18]. We set the threshold value as standard devi-

ation of the projected estimation error zi+1,τ onto the NR-
dimensional source subspace. The function η(μl; ε) with the
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soft thresold value ε is defined as [19]

η(μl; ε) =

{
μl − ε μl|μl| , if |μl| > ε;

0, if |μl| ≤ ε,
(15)

where μl denotes the lth entry of μ. After the Ith iteration,
the algorithm returns the estimate ĥI,τd .

D. Block Iteration for Channel Tracking

The AoD and AoA tracking algorithm at τ + 1th channel
block can leverage the past CSI ĥI,τd . The updated initial

conditions at τ + 1th channel block can be set to

h0,τ+1
d = ĥI,τd (16)

z0,τ+1 = yτ+1
d −Adh

0,τ+1
d (17)

ε0,τ+1	
√
‖A∗dz0,τ+1‖22

M
. (18)

Given the updated initial conditions in (16)-(18), the modified

AMP-ST approach described in (11)-(14) is applied to recover

the row support in Hτ+1
v .

IV. DIRECTIONAL SOUNDING BEAM DESIGN

The tracking technique employing the omni-directional

sounding beam presented in the previous section could show

a reliable estimation performance at high SNR, because the

isometry property of the sensing matrix [14], [15] is derived

assuming a high SNR setting. As will be seen in Section V,

the performance of the AMP based on the omni-direcitonal

beams is deteriorated in low SNR. It is practically important

to device techniques that enhance the low SNR performance

since energy saving is a critical issue of the complicated

millimeter wave MIMO circuitry.

To enhance the low SNR performance, we propose to use

directional sounding beams combined with the AMP tracking

algorithm described in Section III.C. We describe multiple

directional sounding beam design techniques taking the down-

link sounding as an example. The exactly same procedures

apply to the uplink sounding. We divide our discussion into the

directional transmit sounding beam design and the directional

receive sounding beam design. We first describe the former.

A. Directional Transmit Sounding Beam Design

There are three schemes proposed for the directional trans-

mit sounding beam design.

1) Scheme 1: The first scheme designs the directional

transmit beam in (8) in a form

ft =
DtSst
‖DtSst‖2 =

Dtŝt
‖Dtŝt‖2 , (19)

where S ∈ C
NT×NBS denotes the selection matrix and the

vector st ∈ CNBS×1 contains AoD supports estimated in the

previous channel block, and ŝt ∈ C
NT×1 is the extended

support vector, i.e., ŝt = Sst. Details about designing each
part are provided in the following four steps:

• After the AoD support recovery, which returns the es-

timate ĥI,τu for the uplink sounding, keep the estimated

channel ĥu = ĥI,τu sorted in descending order as

|ĥu,j1 | ≥ |ĥu,j2 | ≥ · · · ≥ |ĥu,jx̂ | ≥ · · · ≥ |ĥu,jNT |,
where ji denotes the index of the ith dominant entry, and
x̂ is the cardinality of nonzero elements in the estimated
channel vector ĥu.

• If x̂ ≤ NBS and the support set is Q = {j1, j2, . . . , jx̂},
the x̂ nonzero elements is mapped to st ∈ RNBS×1 with
making up NBS − x̂ zero entries. Specifically speaking,
the first x̂ entries of st are set to 1 and the remaining
entries are set to zeros. When x̂ > NBS , the support set
is Q = {j1, j2, . . . , jNBS , . . . , jx̂}. The st is constructed,
in this case, by setting all entries to ones.

• Given the st, we design the selection matrix S by

adapting to the support evolution statistics in Section

II.C. The ith column of S is designed as [S]:,i =
[0 0 . . . 0 ε 1 ε 0 . . . 0]T ∈ C

NT×1, where the 1
entry denotes the jith element in Q and ε ≤ 1 represents
the scaling parameter for support extension, which is a

function of the support transition probability (4).

• Combining st and S yields the extended support vector
ŝt. The directional transmit sounding beam adapted to

support evolution is then given by ft = DtS
st

‖DtSst‖2 .
As seen from (19), Scheme 1 forms a directional beam as

a linear combination of the partial DFT matrix. Each column

of DFT matrix produces a narrow beam. Depending on the

regulatory constraints on the bands employed, the allowed

beam width is in general strictly constrained. To address, we

introduce Scheme 2 that generates a directional beam as a

linear combination of omni-directional beams.

2) Scheme 2: The ZC sequences are adopted as omni-

directional beams to produce a directional beam. The direc-

tional beam is constructed by solving the optimization problem

ft = argmin
ft=Zoptt xt,xt∈CNBS×1

‖Zoptt xt −Dtŝt‖2, (20)

where Zoptt = [Zt]:,i1:NBS ∈ C
NT×NBS consists of NBS

columns chosen from ZC-sequence matrix Zt ∈ C
NT×NT

according to the following order:

|θi1 | ≥ · · · ≥ |θiNBS | ≥ · · · ≥ |θiNT |.
where θ = Z∗tDtŝt ∈ CNT×1. The ZC sequence matrix Zt
has kth column formed by cyclic-shifting a ZC sequence of
length NT by k − 1 samples. This construction ensures that
Z∗tZt = ZtZ

∗
t = I. Then the solution of the problem in (20)

is attained as

f�t = Zoptt x�t = Zoptt (Z
opt
t

∗
Zoptt )

−1Zoptt
∗
Dtŝt. (21)

3) Scheme 3: In Scheme 1 and Scheme 2, the resolution of
the directional beam is restricted by the limited number of RF

chains. In order to get rid of the limitation but also provide

effective directional sounding beams, Scheme 3 is proposed.

The key idea of this scheme is to superpose directional beams
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and project the superposed beam onto the complex circle

manifold. The detailed procedures are described as follows.

• Extend the support without any constraint on the num-
ber of RF chains. Suppose the support set is Q =
{j1, . . . , ji, . . . , jx̂}.

• Superpose all the beams (selected from DFT matrix) with
respect to the extended support as

f0=
x̂∑
i=1

[Dt]:,ji + ε
x̂∑
i=1

[Dt]:,ji−1 + ε
x̂∑
i=1

[Dt]:,ji+1 ∈ CNT×1,

where ε ≤ 1 is similarly defined as it in Scheme 1.
• Design the quantized directional beam. The idea is to
project the superposed beam f0 onto the complex circle
manifold (e.g., array manifold) and quantize the phase

values. Denote the ith entry of f0 as f0,i = |f0,i|ejθ0,i .
The projection of f0 onto the complex circle manifold is
done element-wise, yielding f0,i = 1/

√
NT e

jθ0,i . Given

the quantization set QNT = {θm | θm = 2π(m −
1)/NT , m = 1, . . . , NT } with the cardinality NT , the
quantizer finds θq,i such that

θq,i = argmin
θ∈QNT

|θ − θ0,i|2,

leading to ft,i = 1/
√
NT e

jθq,i .

B. Directional Receive Sounding Beam Design

Directional sounding beam design at the receiver is similar

to the methodology described in Scheme 1 in Section IV.A.

The procedures are summarized as follows.

• Given the estimated ĥd = ĥI,τd , extract the support Q =
{j1, j2, . . . , jx̂}.

• Construct the extended amplitude vector ĥextd ∈ CNR×1
based on the support evolution statistics in Section II.C

using the scaling parameter ε ≤ 1. For the original ith
(i = 1, . . . , x̂) support, construct ĥextd such that ĥextd,ji =

|ĥd,ji | and ĥextd,ji−1 = ĥextd,ji+1 = ε|ĥd,ji |. For j /∈ Q,
ĥextd,ji = 0.

• Keep the extended support sorted in descending order

ĥextd,j1 ≥ ĥextd,j2 ≥ · · · ≥ ĥextd,jx̂ ≥ · · · ≥ ĥextd,jx̂ext .

• Design the directional beams at the receiver side accord-
ing to two distinct cases: 1) x̂ext ≤ M , the directional

receive beam is constructed as

Wr = [W1 W2] ∈ CNR×M , (22)

where W1 = [Dr]:,j1:x̂ext ∈ C
NR×x̂ext , and W2 =

[Zr]:,Ir(1:M−x̂ext) ∈ C
NR×(M−x̂ext). The Ir is random

permutation with dimension NR, while the Dr and Zr
are the DFT matrix and ZC-sequence matrix, respectively.

2) x̂ext > M , then the design of directional receive beam

is

Wr =W = [Dr]:,j1:M ∈ CNR×M . (23)
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V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, numerical simulations are carried out to

demonstrate the achievable throughput of the proposed tech-

niques. The tracking capability is evaluated for 10 channel
blocks. The average number of effective paths is set to 3 ensur-
ing the sparse millimeter wave channel. The support transition

probability p in (4) and temporal correlation coefficient param-
eter ρ in (5) are set to 0.05 and 0.95, respectively. We consider
the carrier frequency of 72GHz and the mobile velocity of
receiver v = 5km/h whose maximum Doppler frequency is

333Hz. Then, the length of channel block amounts to 0.3ms
assuming that the channel block length is set to 10% (with

sufficient coherency) of channel coherence time. We employ

OFDM technique with 1024 FFT size and bandwidth of 1GHz.
The OFDM symbol duration is calculated as 1024

1GHz ≈ 1us,
implying that about TB = 300 channel uses during one
channel block can be utilized by the system.

Fig.1 compares the achievable throughputs of the proposed

AMP-ST using omni-directional beams and the independent

sounding (IS) technique for NR = NT = 127, NBS =
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NMS = 8, and M = 64, and thus, K = � M
NRF

� × 2 = 16.
The IS scheme sounds randomly designed beam pairs at the

transmitter and receiver, and choose the best beam pair. For

the IS scheme, we set K = 30 for the fair comparison. In
Fig.2, we compares the performance of proposed schemes

with omni-directional sounding beam and directional sounding

beam in a low SNR setting, in which we choose NR =
NT = 61, NBS = 4, NMS = 2, M = 40, and thus
K = � M

NBS
�+ � M

NMS
� = 30, and SNR= −10dB.

As seen from Fig.1, the proposed AoD and AoA tracking

algorithm with the omni-directional beam significantly out-

performs the IS scheme in high SNR. The curves in Fig.2

indicate that the directional sounding beam design schemes

all show better performance compared to the omni-directional

beam scheme. Indeed, the performance enhancement of the

directional beam design is substantial compared to the omni-

directional beam design. It is also observed through extensive

simulations that the performance trends of both the directional

and omni-directional beam design are compatible each other

at high SNR regime.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The AoD and AoA tracking techniques leveraging the

sparse channel representation, the beam space MIMO channel

representation, were proposed by modifying the conventional

AMP-ST algorithm with analog constrained omni-directional

sounding beams and, as well, directional sounding beams.

The directional sounding beam design is proposed to adapt

the concentration of the beam power in angular domain to

the AoD and AoA evolution statistics. Numerical evaluation

illustrates that the presented AoD and AoA tracking scheme

outperforms the independent sounding (IS) scheme signifi-

cantly in high SNR regime. Moreover, the directional beam

adaptation aiming at enhancing the performance at low SNR

regime show substantially better channel tracking performance

than the omni-directional beam design.
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